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Create, review, manage, and deliver quality-assured content for 
learning and assessments. Your teams of experts can use XDocs 
simple, cloud-based tools to create and update the content required  
for learning and assessments. Your experts can also use simple, 
cloud-based tools to review the content with tracked changes and 
comments. 

XDocs makes managing users and content easy and provides a full audit trail where versions of 
content can be instantly compared with changes highlighted. Exercise full control over content 
versions while you track approvals and publish your approved content to multiple formats, devices, 
audiences, and languages.

Respond with agility to changing requirements. Move from one assessment into the next with 
ease and confidence. We can help you remain a relevant, trusted member of the learning and 
assessment community.

Learning and Assessment Industry
We help you succeed at helping them succeed
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Find out how XDocs can revolutionize your content. 
contact us today at info@bluestream.com.

Maximize the value of your content!

The XDocs Component Content 
Management System (XDocs CCMS) is 
a standards compliant single-sourcing 
solution that enables everyone within 
the organization to create, manage, 
store, and intelligently publish large 
volumes of content.  

XDocs customers range from Fortune 
100 organizations seeking complex 
cross-departmental DITA solutions 
to small businesses containing single 
author documentation teams.

Manage
with XDocs, you have complete  
control over content and users.

Create
XDocs integrates with both desktop 
and cloud editors and allows 
your contributors to create and 
update content, including complex 
equations, images, and video.

Review
XDocs provides wex, an integrated, 
web-based review tool to allow 
subject matter experts to review, 
request changes, and approve 
content.  

Translate
Full support for translation allows you 
to efficiently round trip content and 
maximize the savings that structured 
content offers.

Publish
Effortlessly send your content to the 
web, portals, mobile devices, PDF, 
InDesign, and much more.

Workflow
XDocs Workflow allows you to 
automate content tasks, regulate what  
contributors and reviewers can see, 
and track progress on content.

Your teams of experts can use XDocs simple, cloud-based tools to create content 
for learning and assessments. Quality is assured as your team of experts use cloud-
based tools to review, request further changes, and approve the content. XDocs 
provides you with agile tools, so you can respond to changing requirements from 
assessment to assessment—and respond efficiently to last minute changes. 

Deliver your approved learning and assessment content to all of your audiences, 
such as examiners and examinees, and deliver the content to any number of 
outputs, such as PDF, electronic format, and InDesign.

Translate and manage the translations to track which content has been updated 
since the last translation cycle. Publish your translated content, like your source 
language content, to all of your audiences and to any number of outputs.

We can help you respond with 

agility to changing requirements 

—and remain a relevant, trusted 

member of the learning and 

assessment community. 


